
 

One of the many computer devices that you'll use on a daily basis is your laptop or desktop computer. The device has evolved greatly over the past few decades, but it still has some basic requirements in order to function properly. One of these requirements is the machine's ability to communicate with its peripherals, which is achieved by installing an operating system on your computer's hard disk
drive. This includes the device drivers required for the computer to communicate with your laptop's video card, mouse, keyboard, speakers, printer, scanner and other hardware devices. These are commonly found on either an installation disk that came packaged with the peripheral or downloaded from that company's website. However, if you need to install any drivers for your device that are not
provided by the manufacturer then you must know where to find them. Step 1 - Find the Peripheral That You Need Drivers For The first step towards getting any device driver is identifying which peripheral you need to download drivers for. This means checking your computer's hardware configuration and searching through your current peripherals so that you can figure out what specifically needs
drivers installed. The easiest way to find what you need is to physically check your computer's configuration to see the make and model of the devices that are already installed. If you can't figure out what device should have installed drivers, you can always try searching through your peripherals such as printers, scanners and video cards for a disk drive slot below each device. This is typically where
you'll find any installation disk that came packaged with the device, but if no disk was provided then you'll need to search elsewhere. Step 2 - Identify Where You Can Download Peripheral Drivers Once you've identified which peripheral needs drivers installed on your computer, it's time to head online and check if there are any available for download. Thankfully, peripheral device drivers for most
types of peripherals can easily be found on the manufacturer's website. If you're using a PC then you can check your computer's included setup disk for drivers that are not available on the company's website, but you have to be sure that the hardware is compatible with your computer before installing any software. You can do this by visiting your computer manufacturer's website and looking up the
device model name or number of the current peripheral so you can check compatibility. Step 3 - Download & Install Drivers on Your Computer Once you have located where drivers are available, it's time to install them on your computer. To do this, insert the installation disk or browse to the website of the peripheral manufacturer to find downloads for your device. Usually, you should be able to
download a single driver for 1 computer model as long as it's not too difficult to install correctly. Once you've downloaded and saved any drivers that you need for your device, double-click on them and follow the instructions that appear on your screen. Step 4 - Update Device Drivers It's a good idea to regularly check and install new device drivers on your laptop if they're available. This provides a
better user experience by keeping all of your peripherals working properly so that there are minimal problems with compatibility or functionality.
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